graphs provide a means of reasoning about infinite families of string diagrams and have proven useful in manipulation of (co)algebraic structures like Hopf algebras, Frobenius algebras, and compositions thereof. However, they have previously been limited by an inability to express families of diagrams involving non-commutative structures which play a central role in algebraic quantum information and the theory of quantum groups. In this paper, we fix this shortcoming by offering a new semantics for non-commutative !-graphs using an enriched version of Penrose's abstract tensor notation. ngc341_203 : 2016/2/16(11:18) 
§1 Introduction
Diagrammatic theories give us a way to study a wide variety of algebraic and coalgebraic structures in monoidal categories. They have played a big role in categorical quantum mechanics, almost since its inception, [3] [4] [5] and are becoming increasingly important in areas as disparate as computational linguistics 9) and control theory. 1, 2) A diagrammatic theory consists of two parts: a signature Σ and a set of diagram equations E. The signature consists of a set of objects {A, B, . . .} along with a set of generating morphisms with input and output arities formed from combining objects with ⊗ and I. For example, the signature of a Frobenius algebra consists of four morphisms: (µ : A ⊗ A → A, η : I → A, δ : A → Comparing this to the equations at the beginning of this section, we seem to have lost some formality. That is, the 'concrete' diagrammatic identities above can be formalised in such a way that proofs can be performed (and even machine-checked) via a suitable notion of diagram rewriting, as formalised in 7) . This level of rigour is lost when we describe equations in a mathematical metalanguage, making use of ellipses, for example, to represent repetition. However, in 6) , the authors introduced !-boxes (pronounced 'bang-boxes') as a method for reasoning about graphs with repeated structure. As !-box rules, the previously informal rules can be formalised as:
Intuitively, marking a subgraph with a !-box means that subgraph (along with edges in/out of it) can be repeated any number of times to obtain an instance of the graph. Thus we interpret a graph with !-boxes as a set of all its instances.
Similarly, for rules with !-boxes, matched pairs of !-boxes can be repeated in the LHS and RHS to obtain instances of that rule. Thus, for our example of the commutative Frobenius algebra, we have reduced our theory of 7 equations to just 2.
!-boxes were given a formal semantics in 12) , making use of adhesive categories. 16) Using these semantics, !-box rewriting has also been implemented in the graphical proof assistant Quantomatic. 13) They also come with a simple and powerful induction principle introduced by one of the authors in 10) and proven correct in 18) . But there's a catch: note how we were careful to say that commutative Frobenius algebras have an elegant presentation as above. A major drawback of the existing !-box notation is that it is only unambiguous if all of the nodes in the diagram are invariant under permuting inputs/outputs. This is severely limiting in two ways. The first and most obvious limitation is that we are forced to consider only commutative algebraic structures. The second, more subtle limitation is that we have no freedom to definitionally extend our theory, i.e. introduce new nodes defined as diagrams of other nodes, without making implicit assumptions about those diagrams (namely, that they are symmetric on inputs/outputs).
In order to overcome these shortcomings, we extend the !-graph notation with some extra information about how newly-created edges should be ordered when a !-box is expanded. This turns out to be fairly straightforward as soon as one shifts from a graph-based semantics for diagrams, as employed in 7) , to a tensor-based semantics, where morphisms in the free compact closed category are represented using a version of Penrose's abstract tensor notation. 19) This approach, recently formalised in 11) , has the property that non-commutativity comes 'for free,' where the edges connected to a single element are represented as a list of edge names. This essentially accomplishes the same thing as equipping each vertex in a graph with a total ordering on its adjacent edges-which appears in Joyal and Street's original geometric construction 8) -but has the advantage that this syntax can be annotated with precisely the extra data needed to expand !-boxes in an unambiguous way.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a tensor notation of compact closed categories, and show that tensor expressions can be used to characterise the free compact closed category. In Section 3, we extend tensor expressions to include !-boxes. We furthermore introduce a graphical notation for these !-tensors, which we call (non-commutative) !-graph notation. In Section 4, we define the operations used to instantiate a !-tensor into a concrete tensor and show that these operations preserve well-formedness. In Section 5, we define !-tensor equations, which represent a families of equations between tensors, and provide inference rules to support rewriting. In Section 6, we give some examples to show this !-box reasoning in action. This is an expanded version of the conference paper. 14) It has been updated to include a precise statement of soundness for the !-tensor inference rules, relevant proofs, and an additional example that illustrates some of the unique features of non-commutative !-box induction. §2 Tensors A compact closed signature Σ consists of a set O Σ = {X, Y, Z, . . .} and a set M Σ of triples (ψ, v, w) , where ψ is a label and v, w are formal expressions in O Σ , (− ⊗ −), I, and (−) * . Let Free(Σ) be a compact closed (a.k.a. symmetric monoidal autonomous) category, freely generated by Σ. We will additionally assume that the morphisms in Σ are all of the form:
i.e. morphisms with no (non-trivial) input and where each X i is an element of O Σ or its dual and we take some fixed convention for bracketing. This is no loss of generality because, in a compact closed category, an input of type A can always be converted into an output of type A * via the counit A . For simplicity, we will ignore edge typing and assume every 'input' is of fixed type X * and every 'output' is of type X.
In tensor notation, we distinguish individual inputs/outputs labelling them with lower case letters. They additionally have a hat to illustrate being an 'output': {â,b, . . .}, or a check to illustrate being an 'input': {ǎ,b, . . .}. Strings of these named and directed edges are written as subscripts on generating morphisms to fully describe them. For example, translating a morphism φ into tensor notation (with arbitrarily chosen edge names) yields:
We introduce a special graphical notation for morphisms with only outputs. We write them as circles with a tick, taking the convention that inputs/outputs are ordered clockwise from the tick.
(2)
Writing two tensors side-by-side yields a new tensor formed by taking the monoidal product and contracting (i.e. plugging together) any repeated names using the compact structure on X. Hence in the following diagramâ is plugged in toǎ andb is plugged in tob.
(3)
We say repeated edge names (e.g. a and b above) are bound in a tensor expression, and all other edge names are free. In the graph we have labelled the bound edges, though this is purely for demonstrating which edges are bound. The names of bound edges can be changed at will, provided they are replaced with new, fresh names. Hence ψfǎbφâbčďě and ψfxyφxŷčďě represent the same tensor (a notion which we explain in Definition 2.2). As a result, we typically will not write down bound names in the graphical notation.
Free names on the the other hand cannot be changed at will because the name itself is used to give a unique identity to each input and output. This becomes especially important when we start to consider equations between tensors, where the free names on the LHS must match those on the RHS, indicating which inputs/outputs are in correspondence.
Remark 2.1
The reliance on explicit names to distinguish inputs and outputs makes tensor syntax nominal in character. Contrast this with the usual positional syntax of a monoidal category using ⊗ and •, where the inputs and outputs are distinguished by their left-to-right ordering. By using names, tensor syntax avoids needing to deal with symmetries, units, counits, and bifunctoriality explicitly. It therefore admits a very easy transformation to and from diagrammatic notation. This comes at the expense of needing to deal with renaming explicitly, as we will do in Section 5.
Definition 2.1
The set of tensor expressions for a signature Σ consists of
subject to the conditions that the arrangement of input/output names ψâb ... match the arity of ψ in Σ, andâ andǎ occur at most once for each name a.
Definition 2.2
Two tensor expressions G, G are equivalent, written G ≡ G if G can be made into G by replacing bound names or by applying one or more of the following identities:
The first three are associativity, commutativity and unit rules for the product. Assume for the last two identities thatb andb are free in G and H, respectively. These two equivalences demonstrate that plugging an edge in to an identity morphism is the same as renaming the edge. An ≡-equivalence class of tensor expressions is called a tensor.
Remark 2.2
We allow equivalent tensor expressions to be substituted for each other in the sense that if G ≡ H then also GK ≡ HK (assuming both expressions are wellformed).
Note that we use ≡ for syntactic equivalence of tensor expressions (and later !-tensor expressions). We reserve the normal equals sign for equality by the rules of a given diagrammatic theory. As such, we always assume (G ≡ H) =⇒ (G = H), i.e. reflexivity modulo ≡, but not the converse.
Tensors are related to morphisms in the free compact closed category as follows. Suppose we fix a set of canonical names {x 1 ,x 2 , . . .} and {x 1 ,x 2 , . . .}. A tensor G is said to be canonically named if for some N , it has N free names and the i-th free name is eitherx i orx i .
Theorem 2.1
Canonically-named tensors for a signature Σ are in 1-to-1 correspondence with points (i.e. morphisms I → ...) in the free compact closed category Free(Σ).
Proof
To prove this, we describe the construction depicted in (3) in more detail. This technique is very similar to the one employed in 11) , but simpler in the compact closed case. First, we interpret a tensor expression as a morphism in the free compact closed category. We take the latter to be the category whose objects are lists in X, X * and whose morphisms are expressions in •, ⊗, symmetries σ for X, X * , identities 1 X , 1 X * , caps X , cups η X , and the generators in Σ, modulo the (strict monoidal) compact closed axioms.
Starting with a tensor expression, whose (canonical) free names are x 1 , . . . , x n , we can choose bound names a 1 , . . . , a k . Let ψ 1 , . . . , ψ m be either identities or generating morphisms. Then, we can interpret a tensor expression as:
or graphically:
where:
1. the i-th identity map is 1 X if the expression contains a free outputx i and 1 X * if it contains a free inputx i , 2. the i-th cap corresponds to the bound name a i , 3. ψ i is either η X for an identity tensor or the appropriate generator from Σ, and 4. σ is the (unique) map consisting just of symmetries and identities that connects the inputs/outputs of the ψ i associated with a given name to the appropriate identity or cap.
The empty tensor expression is interpreted simply as 1 I . This shows that a tensor expression uniquely determines a point in the free category. Since a tensor is an equivalence class of tensor expressions, we need to show that this doesn't depend on the choice of expression. We can safely ignore bracketing and instances of the empty tensor 1, so if G ≡ H it could be the case that H differs from G in (i) the order of the tensor symbols, (ii) the choice of bound names, or (iii) the number of identity tensors. In each of these cases, we use the axioms of a compact category to show that interpretations of G and H are equal. For (i), we can use naturality of σ to reshuffle the generators at the bottom, without affecting connectivity. For (ii), we do the same thing, but for the caps at the top. For (iii), we can use the compactness equations:
to insert or remove identities, i.e. cups, from the bottom.
Conversely, any expression in the free category can be written in the form of (4), at which point one can read off the tensor expression. First, use bifunctoriality to pull all generators and cups to the bottom and all caps to the top. Then, use naturality to sort all of the caps to the right of the output wires. The only freedom is in the order of the generators/cups and the caps, which is captured by ≡.
As mentioned at the start of this section, it suffices to consider points, as non-trivial inputs of type X can be turned, via the compact structure, into outputs of type X * . To summarise, we can interpret a tensor in a compact closed category as follows. First, we swap its free names for 'canonical names' (or otherwise order the outputs somehow), then interpret each atomic expression as a morphism. Finally, we construct the composed morphism by composing each of the components and contracting repeated edge names, as in (3).
Thus, for single tensors, interpretation is not unique, since we could have made multiple choices for canonical names. However, this interpretation is always unique up to a permutation σ of the outputs. Thus, when it comes to interpreting equations between tensors, the expression [[G = H]] is well-defined, because:
Alternatively, one can study models in an existing abstract tensor system (in the sense of Penrose), in which case interpretation is trivial. These two points of view (categorical vs. ATS) are equivalent, up to the use of order vs. names to distinguish free edges, as was shown in 11) . §3 Adding !-boxes to Tensor Expressions
We now extend the existing tensor notation with !-boxes. Graphically !-boxes are blue boxes surrounding a subgraph, labelled with a name (A, B, . . .). We can denote this with square brackets around a subexpression in a tensor expression, labelled with the !-box's name. Intuitively a !-box represents a portion of the graph that can be copied multiple times. For this to be well-defined in the non-commutative case we need to clarify where each new copy of the subexpression gets attached to surrounding nodes. This is done by assigning an expansion direction (clockwise vs anticlockwise) to any group of edges from a node to a !-box. We denote clockwise edge groups in tensor expressions as [. . . A and anticlockwise edge groups as . . .] A . Graphically, we depict this as directed arcs over groups of edges. For example:
The arc notation clarifies not only which direction edges should expand, but also whether they should expand in groups or individually. For example, the following diagrams demonstrate notation for anti-clockwise expansion ofâb as a group, clockwise expansion ofâb as a group, and clockwise expansion ofâ andb as individual edges, respectively:
It is also possible for !-boxes to be nested inside of other !-boxes. This means expansion of the parent !-box makes a new copy of the child with a new !-box name. Edge groups can correspondingly be nested if the edges enter more than one !-box. In the diagram below we have the !-graph corresponding to a !-tensor with nested !-boxes.
Note that we have labelled each arc with its associated !-box. This is not necessary if we adopt the convention that arcs corresponding to !-boxes are always drawn closer to the node than their children.
Definition 3.1
Fix disjoint, infinite sets E and B of edge names and !-box names, respectively. We denote the set of directed edges asĒ := {ǎ,â : a ∈ E}. The set of edgeterms T e is defined recursively as follows: Two edgeterms are equivalent if one can be transformed into the other by:
The first two represent associativity and identity of concatenation, with as the unit. The last equivalence says that empty edge groups can be ignored.
Since the well-formedness conditions for !-tensor expressions are a bit more complicated than for tensor expressions, we first define the set of all !-pretensor expressions, including those that may be ill-formed.
Definition 3.2
The set of all !-pretensor expressions T Σ for a signature Σ is defined recursively as:
without other !-boxes nested between).
We introduce the notion of a context, which lists the !-boxes in which a certain edge name occurs, from the inside-out (i.e. ascending order by ≺). These come in two flavours, edge contexts and node contexts.
We define the edge context, node context, and context of a respectively as:
That is, ectx G (a) lists the !-boxes containing a that occur as part of a's edgeterm, and nctx G (a) lists the rest.
Finally, a !-tensor expression is a !-pretensor expression where !-box/edge names must be suitably unique and occur in compatible contexts:
Definition 3.4
A !-tensor expression is a !-pretensor expression G satisfying the following conditions:
. For all bound pairsǎ,â of edge names in G, there exist lists es, bs of !-box names such that:
We write T Σ for the set of all !-tensor expressions for a signature Σ.
The freshness conditions F1 and F2 ensure that we have not used the same name for more than one (directed) edge and that each !-box name appears only once. If a node is in !-box B then any edges attached to it are already in B so it wouldn't make sense to have B in both the ectx(a) and nctx(a) for a ∈Ē. This is enforced by C1. C2 ensures that edge contexts are compatible with the !-boxes in the rest of the !-tensor expression. For example φ [[ǎ A B requires A to be nested in B so does not result in a valid expression when composed with e.g. [[ψb] B ] A . C3 ensures that edges into !-boxes from the outside are decorated correctly by their edge terms. For instance, this is allowed:
The freedom to pick bs, es allows bound pairs of edges to share some common context, e.g.: [ψâφǎ] A (both nodes, and hence the edge, are inside
In the second example, A occurs in an edge term, so C2 requires the presence of [. . .] A somewhere in the !-tensor expression, hence we append the empty !-box [] A (actually shorthand for [1] A ). In particular, empty !-boxes are meaningful. Even in the case where they do not appear in any edge context, they may still be part of the other side of an equation. For example, a !-tensor expression with a single empty !-box can still have operations applied to the empty !-box so we do not wish to confuse matters by having equivalent expressions with different !-boxes.
In this paper when we write a composition GH, unless stated otherwise, we will assume this forms a well defined !-tensor expression.
Naturally, we can say two !-tensor expressions are equivalent, written G ≡ H, if one can be obtained from the other by using the usual tensor equivalences from Definition 2.2 and/or edgeterm equivalences from (5) . However, we need to generalise the last two tensor equivalences to allow 1bǎ, 1âb to appear inside !-boxes:
whereb andb are free in G and H respectively. These allow identities connected to nodes outside of !-boxes to still be simplified. For example:
When we talk about !-tensors we are not interested in the explicit !-tensor expression, only the equivalence class of such expressions under ≡. It is these classes that correspond to diagrams in our !-box graphical notation.
Definitions 3.5
We write free(G) for the set of free edges in G (names appearing exactly once in G) and bound(G) for the set of bound edges (names appearing as bothâ anď a). We naturally extend free(−) to !-tensors as this is independent of choice of expression.
Remark 3.1
We allow equivalent !-tensor expressions to be substituted for each other in the sense that G ≡ H implies GK ≡ HK (as with tensor expressions) and
We call the graphical notation for !-tensors the non-commutative !-graph notation, or simply !-graphs.
Theorem 3.1
Any !-tensor can be represented unambiguously using non-commutative !-graph notation.
Proof
We show this by providing a general procedure for interpreting a !-graph as a !-tensor expression, and vice-versa. For the sake of clarity, we demonstrate each step on a worked example. Given a non-commutative !-graph, we wish to obtain a unique equivalence class of !-tensor expressions under ≡. Begin by choosing fresh names to write on all the interior edges.
Then, write the !-boxes with nesting as depicted in the diagram:
Write each node in the diagram on the location it occurs (w.r.t. !-boxes):
Finally, add the edges of each node, reading clockwise from the tick. Edges occurring under a clockwise arrow marked A should be enclosed in [. . . A , and edges under an anti-clockwise arrow should be enclosed in . . .] A , where the outermost groups are the ones closest to the node in the picture.
The only choices we made in this process were the choice of interior edge names and the order in which to write the individual tensors. However, up to ≡, these are irrelevant. To show that any !-tensor can be represented this way, we simply run the above procedure in reverse.
Because of this theorem, we use the terms !-tensor and !-graph interchangeably, depending on whether we wish to refer to the syntactic vs. graphical notation. §4 Instantiating Tensor Expressions with !-boxes
The following diagram demonstrates two !-box operations we can apply to a graph: killing a !-box is the operation deleting the !-box B and all contents (including edges to/from B), and expanding is the operation creating a new concrete instance of the subgraph inside B (attached appropriately). Below each diagram is a possible !-tensor expression representing it.
From a !-tensor we can use these two operations to create any number of copies of the contents of a !-box. There are, however, other operations which allow us to prove more powerful !-tensor equations. Two other such operations we shall use are Copy B and Drop B . Copy B makes a new copy of the !-box B, including the !-box itself with a new fresh name. Drop B removes the !-box B but leaves its contents as they were. Some of these operations involve copying various edge/!-box names, so we need a means of obtaining fresh names if we wish to give formal definitions. For a !-tensor expression G, let rn(G) be the !-tensor expression obtained by substituting every edge name e with rn(e) and every box name B with rn(B).
This yields a natural definition of freshness of renamings with respect to !-tensor expressions. Let Edges(G) ⊂ E and Boxes(G) ⊂ B be the edge names and !-box names occurring in a !-tensor expression G, respectively, then:
We say fr is a fresh renaming for the !-tensor expressions
Edges(G i )). This guarantees fr is an appropriate fresh renaming for expanding a !-box in any G i .
For !-tensor expressions G or edgeterms e, we will write fr(G) or fr(e) to designate the new expressions with every name replaced by a fresh one according to the given bijection.
Definition 4.4
If fr is fresh for the !-tensor expression G then we define the !-box operation Op B,fr on G recursively to act somewhat trivially on the following cases:
The !-box operations we are interested in are the following (defined by their actions in the three cases not mentioned above): The above operations can be lifted from !-tensor expressions to !-tensors, i.e. ≡-classes of expressions, because of Theorem 4.2. To prove this we first need to look more carefully at the Copy B,fr case. This is due to the use of fresh renamings which depend on bound names so can't trivially be lifted to !-tensors (which are classes of expressions each with their own set of bound names). We start by checking the !-tensor represented by Copy B,fr (G) is independent of the value of fr on the bound edge names of G.
Lemma 4.1
If fr and fr are both fresh for a !-tensor expression G and agree on Boxes(G) and free(G) then Copy B,fr (G) ≡ Copy B,fr (G).
Proof
For a bound in G, condition C3 tells us that B ∈ ctx G (â) ⇔ B ∈ ctx G (ǎ) and so copying creates fresh versions ofâ andǎ in tandem. Hence the two expressions differ only on certain bound names which means they are expressions representing the same !-tensor. Now we attempt to define the operation Copy B,fr on !-tensors using the following procedure.
Definition 4.5
Given a !-tensor G and a fresh renaming fr for (Boxes(G), free(G)):
• Choose an expression representing G, say G 1 , making sure bound(G 1 ) ∩ support(fr) = ∅ • Choose an extension fr 1 of fr which is fresh for G 1 • Define Copy B,fr (G) to be Copy B,fr1 (G 1 ) These choices are possible by renaming bound variables and since fr has finite support. Now we need to check this is well defined by making sure the result is independent of our choice of expression G 1 and fresh renaming extension fr 1 . Suppose G 2 and fr 2 are another such expression and fresh renaming extension. Then we can choose fr , an extension of fr also free for bound(G 1 )∪bound(G 2 ). By the previous lemma Copy B,fr1 (G 1 ) ≡ Copy B,fr (G 1 ) and Copy B,fr2 (G 2 ) ≡ Copy B,fr (G 2 ) so our problem is reduced to showing that Copy B,fr (G 1 ) ≡ Copy B,fr (G 2 ). This case is treated as the other cases below.
Note that while we also presented the definition of Exp B,fr using fresh renamings on bound edges, we can alternatively define it as Drop fr(B) • Copy B,fr . 
Proof
We need to check our enforced equivalences still hold after Op B . It is clear from the definitions of Op B (GH), Op B (ef ), Op B (1), Op B ( ) that associativity/commutativity/unit conditions are preserved. The others need to be checked individually. We present the proof in Appendix 2. To work with instantiations we will show that they admit a normal form where !-boxes are dealt with from the top down. To do this we start with a lemma about reordering operations. We wish to show that operations on nonnested !-boxes can be commuted (possibly changing their fresh renamings). The technical statement and proof are as follows:
Lemma 4.2
Given a !-tensor G and partial instantiation Op A,fr A • Op B,fr B where A and B are not nested inside each other there exist renamings fr B , fr A , rn such that:
Proof
Since A and B are not nested inside of each other, it is straightforward to show that applying operations in either order yields the same resulting !-tensor expression, up to renaming of some edges. Thus, it only remains to ensure that the final edge names are correct. Let fr A and fr B act the same as fr A and fr B , respectively, on box names. For edge names, let fr A be fresh for G taking a to a 1 , then let fr B be fresh for Op A,fr A (G) by taking a to the new name a 2 . The resulting !-tensor expression Op B,fr B • Op A,fr A (G) may have names of the form a 1 , a 2 , and a 12 , where a subscript 1 indicates the name results from the operation on A and a subscript 2 indicates being the result of the operation on B. Fix a bijection rn such that:
One can see this map extends to a bijection by noting that, if Op B = Kill B , there are no names of the form a 2 or a 12 . Otherwise, the images of fr A , fr B , and fr A • fr B on G must all be disjoint. It is then possible to show through case analysis that indeed (7) holds.
Theorem 4.3
Given an instantiation i ∈ Inst(G) and a top-level !-box A in G (i.e one with no parent !-box), i can be rewritten as rn 
Proof

Clearly Kill
Similarly to the proof of lemma 4.2, we will tag names affected by operations on A with the subscript 1 and those affected by operations on B with the subscript 2. However, unlike in lemma 4.2, we also need to apply the renaming to box names (since !-boxes can be nested inside both A and B).
Let fr A take each edge or !-box name x inside G to fresh name x 1 . We then define fr B fresh on fr A (G) to take the name x to x 2 . We need to be more careful when defining fr B as we hope to take x to x 2 but this is not necessarily fresh on names inside B. Fortunately it is fresh on the contents of B 1 which is where it will applied during Op fr A (B),fr B . Hence we define fr B on edge names and box names respectively by:
where a 3 and C 3 will never be created. The resulting !-tensor expression Op fr A (B),fr B • Op B,fr B • Exp A,fr A (G) may have names of the form a 1 resulting just from the !-box operation on A, names of the form a 2 resulting just from an operation on B, and names of the form a 12 resulting from operations on A and B. We fix a bijection rn just as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 to rename these temporary names appropriately:
A. Kissinger and D. Quick In either case, we can commute any renaming to the very beginning of an instantiation by noting that:
at which point they can be combined into a single bijection, yielding the required form.
Notation 4.1
We will write KE n A as a shorthand for Kill A • Exp n A .
Corollary 4.1
Given a total order on !-box names, !-graph instantiations admit a normal form, up to renaming.
Proof
Given an instantiation of G we can choose the first (by the total order on !-box names) top-level !-box, A, and move its operations (of the form KE n A ) completely to the right, moving any renaming function completely to the left as seen in the proof of Theorem 4.3. The rest is then an instantiation of KE n A (G), so we can repeat the process. Termination of this procedure can be shown since each step removes a !-box and only adds !-boxes with fewer levels of nesting.
When we fix a model in some category C, concrete tensors can then be interpreted as morphisms in C, just as before. To do so, we now distinguish generators with fixed arity with those of variable arity. If a symbol ψ occurs once in Σ, it is said to have fixed arity. If it occurs more than once (for different types), it has variable arity. Either way, a generator is uniquely fixed by its name and its configuration of input/output edges.
Equivalently, we can think of ψ as a set of generators in C, indexed by its arity. Extending this to !-tensors, a single !-tensor can be interpreted in C as a set of morphisms, one for each concrete instance. §5 Reasoning with !-boxes
The real power of !-boxes comes from the ability to do equational reasoning using infinite families of rules. Just as it makes sense to instantiate a single !tensor, it makes sense to instantiate an equation G = H between two !-tensors, provided they have compatible boundaries. Intuitively, we require that the LHS and RHS of a !-tensor equation have the same interface to attach to other graphs (same free variables and same !box structure). These consistency conditions guarantee that (i) applying !-box operations to valid equations yields valid equations, and (ii) when G occurs as a sub-expression of some other !-tensor K, it can be substituted for H to yield another valid !-tensor K . Proving that a rule holds for all of its instances could be a daunting task in general, however in many cases a technique called !-box induction-which we will meet shortly-comes to the rescue.
We obtain a notion of substitution of sub-expressions constructively, via inference rules. We assume that = contains ≡, and is furthermore symmetric and transitive. We additionally assume that it lifts over products and !-boxes:
where we assume that K and A are chosen such that GK, HK, [G] A , and [H] A are well-defined. Since GK = KG, HK = KH, the product rule could equivalently be written with the substitution on the right, or on both sides:
These rules provide the conditions under which some equation G = H can be unified, given some context, with a bigger equation G = H . The final inference rule (Weaken) is less intuitive from the point of view of terms, and is best understood graphically. Consider the following embedding of !-graphs:
The !-tensor on the left does not embed as a sub-term of the one on the right, because the !-box A has more nodes on the right. However, semantically, this is perfectly fine, as all of the concrete instances of the left !-tensor will have (uniquely-determined) embeddings into all of the concrete instances of the right one. So, we also need a rule that allows us to 'weaken' !-boxes by adding more nodes to them.
where W A K (G) is defined recursively as:
Just like with products, when we write W A K (G) we assume that K is chosen such that this is a well-formed !-tensor (unless stated otherwise). We can now show that weakening respects ≡, so it lifts to an operation on ≡-classes of !-tensor expressions:
We need to check our enforced equivalences still hold after W A K . It is clear from the definitions of W A K (GH), W A K (1) that associativity/commutativity/unit conditions are preserved. We check the other two cases:
• We need to check the equivalence G[K n ...
..] Bn (withb free in G) is preserved by weakening. If A ∈ [B 1 , . . . , B n ] then neitherb norb is affected by W A K so we get:
Otherwise A = B i for some i ≤ n. In which case:
This proof is similar to that above.
For (10) to make sense, we also need to check that weakening preserves compatibility:
If G and H are compatible !-tensors then so are W A K (G) and W A K (H).
Let as be the context in which K is added to the !-tensors G, H.
Then for an edge a:
It is easy to see that the !-box structure of W A K (G) is equal to the !-box structure of G but with the structure of K added inside A. The same is true of W A K (H) and H, so !-box structure equality is preserved.
Here is an example of using the (Weaken) rule:
The equation on the left is applied to delete all of the ψ-nodes occurring as input to a φ, even though there may be more nodes in the !-box A.
A standard ingredient we need for unification is the ability to rename free ngc341_203 : 2016/2/16 (11:18) edge and !-box names:
(BoxRename) (11) By iterating these rules, we can apply any renaming rn to an equation. Then, from (11) , it follows that:
To allow (partial) instantiation of equations, we also include inference rules for each of our !-box operations i.e.
and an introduction rule for new !-boxes, called !-box induction. Induction requires that B is a top-level !-box (i.e. it has no parent !-box):
Hence to prove G = H we can prove a base case, Kill B (G = H) , and a step case which shows essentially that an equation involving n copies of the contents of B yields an equation with n+1 copies. The second hypothesis should be understood to mean 'G = H may be used in the proof of Exp B (G = H) , provided no !-box operations are applied to it.' This provision is essential to the soundness of induction, otherwise we could simply expand B and show the step case trivially.
Remark 5.1
The requirement that no !-box operations can be applied to the induction hypothesis is actually stronger than necessary. In fact, it suffices to assume that no !-box operations are applied to B or its children. We can achieve finer-grained control of !-box expansion (and hence a more powerful induction rule) if we allow universal quantification over !-boxes. This is explained in detail in 15) . 
Proof
Proofs are given in Appendix 3.
The proof of soundness for (Induction) is given in 15) in the context of the first-order logic of !-boxes, a.k.a. '!-logic'. §6 Examples As mentioned in Section 1, non-commutative nodes give us the ability to make recursive definitions of variable-arity generators in terms of fixed-arity generators of our theory. The induction principle in turn gives us the means to lift rules about fixed arity generators up to more powerful !-tensor rules. This section illustrates this concept, using a couple of simple examples that wouldn't be possible in the commutative setting.
Monoids and Tree-merging
Suppose we take the theory of a monoid, i.e. the pair of generators , satisfying the associativity and unit laws. The diagrammatic theory is described by: (13) We would like to define a new kind of node for n-fold trees of multiplications:
This can be done with a recursive definition: (14) Note that this is well-defined, because unlike in the commutative case, an nlegged dot will unfold as a unique, left-associated tree of multiplications, with a unit plugged into the leftmost position. We can verify that this acts as expected by expanding out the three input case using the definitions (the last step is a result of the unit law):
Remark 6.1
Put another way, non-commutative !-boxes make such recursive definitions possible because they do not assume a priori that the family of graphs generated by the definition are symmetric on their inputs/outputs. This need not be true, even in the case where all of the concrete generators are commutative. This limitation in the case of commutative !-boxes was highlighted in 18) , where only a partial proof of the spider theorem for commutative Frobenius algebras could be done using (commutative) !-box induction.
The first property we would like to prove about such trees is that any two connected trees merge to form bigger trees. As a !-box rule, it looks like this:
To prove this we start by proving a lemma which does not involve the edges from !-box C: Lemma 6.1
Proof
We can hit this lemma with induction on B to break it into two cases:
...each of which has a simple rewriting proof:
As pointed out above, when we apply the induction hypothesis in step 4, we are not allowed to do any !-box operations on B using Exp, Kill, Copy, Drop. Now it is simple to check the general case.
Theorem 6.1 Proof
This time we will apply induction on C. The base case is exactly the previous lemma, so we are only left to prove the step case, i.e.:
(step)
This is again a simple rewriting proof:
Where we have used the inductive hypothesis in the second step.
We can continue in this manner to prove rules like the merging rule (a.k.a. 'spider rule') for commutative Frobenius algebras described in Section 1. In fact, the proof goes through perfectly well in the non-commutative case, proving a merging rule for more general symmetric Frobenius algebras, giving a purely diagrammatic characterisation of the normal forms described in 17) .
As a corollary to our theorem we see that any arrangement of generators of the monoid can be combined in to one. In particular a mirror image tree is also equal to the variable arity node:
The rules of (13) can now be seen as concrete instances of our new !-box rule meaning we can reduce the diagrammatic theory of monoids from (13) to:
Anti-homomorphisms
Suppose that we introduce a new generator to the theory of monoids (13) , and impose two rules: This is called an anti-homomorphism. We can imagine how this anti-homomorphism might interact with our recursively defined variable arity nodes:
This can now be written down and proved rigorously using noncommutative !-boxes. Note that the arrows are in opposite directions on each side of the following equation. This is what determines that the input edges reverse order.
Theorem 6.2
Proof
Again we use !-box induction to reduce the problem to two easier tasks:
The base case is true by definition from the diagrammatic equations of an antihomomorphism (noting that variable arity nodes with no inputs are just units of the monoid). The step case can then be proved using rewriting:
The third step is simply rearranging to make things easier to read. This is allowed as long as we keep track of which free edges are which (e.g by naming them).
Since both defining equations of the anti-homomorphism are concrete instances of the variable arity case, the diagrammatic theory can now be written using only two generators and a much more powerful set of rules: [N 1 , . . . , N m ] then the following shows contexts affected by operations (writing B for fr(B)):
Note that any edges remaining after a Kill operation have not had their contexts affected.
We omit the proof, which follows mechanically from the definitions of each respective operation. By definition, the results of !-box operations are !pretensors. To additionally show that Op A (G) is a valid !-tensor expression, i.e. that Op A (G) ∈ T Σ , we need to show that the !-tensor conditions (Definition 3.4) still hold. In each case the conditions F1-2 are trivial since new edges/!-boxes have new names created by a fresh renaming. Hence we will only check conditions C1-3 for each of our !-box operations.
Using Lemma A.1, we check C1-3: C1: If a ∈ Edges(Kill A (G)) then contexts were not affected by Kill A so the same condition holds. C2: Suppose we have a ∈ Edges(Kill A (G)) with edge context [E 1 , . . . , E n ].
We then have a ∈ Edges(G) with edge context [E 1 , . . . , E n ], hence
. . . ≺ Kill A (G) E n . C3: Ifâ,ǎ ∈ Edges(Kill A (G)) thenâ,ǎ ∈ Edges(G) and ectx, nctx were not affected by Kill A so the condition still holds.
Using Lemma A. (G) ) thenâ,ǎ ∈ Edges(G) and ectx, nctx only lost the !-box A so the condition still holds by removing A from es, bs.
Using Lemma A.1, we check C1-3:
C1: Edges in Copy A (G) are either edges from G or fresh names for edges in G.
For the former ectx, nctx have not been changed so the condition holds.
For the latter we know from Lemma A.1 that !-boxes in ectx, nctx have only been replaced by fresh versions of themselves hence are still distinct. C2: For a ∈ Edges(G) (writing B for fr(B)): Since the edge was copied, A must be in the contexts ofâ andǎ. We need to show that there exist es, bs such that:
es. nctx G (ǎ) = ectx G (â).bs and es. nctx G (â) = ectx G (ǎ).bs
We do this by considering 4 cases: 
We note that Exp A,fr = Drop fr(A) • Copy A,fr so this case follows from the previous cases.
Preservation of !-tensor Equivalence by !-box Operations Theorem A.5
Let fr be a fresh renaming for the !-tensor expressions G, H. Then G ≡ H implies Op B,fr (G) ≡ Op B,fr (H).
Proof
We need to check our enforced equivalences still hold after Op B . It is clear from the definitions of Op B (GH), Op B (ef ), Op B (1), Op B ( ) that associativity/commutativity/unit conditions are preserved. We check the other cases:
When A = B we need to check each operation individually: 
Otherwise B = B i for some i ≤ n. Then each operation needs to be checked individually: 
Where the second to last equivalence is true since Kill B will delete the edge in to G whether it is namedb orǎ. -Abbreviating Drop B as D:
Where the second to last equivalence is true since Drop B will act the same whether our edge is namedb orǎ.
-Abbreviating Copy B,fr as C and fr(x) as x :
Where the second to last equivalence is true since moving a rename to after Copy B,fr you have to do both the original rename and the fresh version. 
Soundness of !-box Inference Rules
In Section 5, we gave an interpretation [[−]] of !-tensor equations in terms of sets of concrete equations, which can in turn be modelled in a category C. We now show that our !-box rules are sound with respect to this interpretation. In each case we need to check that any concrete instance of the conclusion is implied by the concrete instances of the premises. 
Proof
(BoxRename) follows immediately from the fact that individual names of !-boxes have no effect on the set of concrete instances produced. For (EdgeRename), first consider the case where the new name b is fresh for G (and hence H). Then the resulting concrete tensor equations vary only in the choice of free names, which are again irrelevant (cf. the discussion at the end of Section 2).
The only non-trivial case is when b is not fresh for G, in which case the renaming introduces an additional contracted edge. Let g be the interpretation of G and g be the interpretation of G[a → b]. Then, by Theorem 2.1, we can write g as:
and similarly for H, for some fixed permuation σ. Thus, soundness follows from: 
Given i ∈ Inst(Exp B (G = H) ), by definition we have i (Exp B (G = H) ) is a concrete tensor and so i
The Kill B case is similar.
We wish to do a similar proof for soundness of (Copy B ), but it is not clear that i • Copy B is an instantiation of G = H. We now prove a lemma to show that such copying operations can always be commuted left or removed.
Lemma A.2
Suppose B is nested inside A in G and we are given the left hand side of the following equations. We claim there exist renaming functions fr A , fr B , fr B , and rn such that the equalities hold: with a subscript 1 and those affected by Copy B,fr B with a subscript 2. We can then use rn to rename appropriately. Hence we define:
Note that since fr B is only used in an operation on fr A (B), so the x 3 case is never used. Names x which are affected by both Copy B,fr B and Exp A,fr A have been renamed to x 12 . Hence we choose rn to be a bijection assigning the appropriate name to each of the three outcome cases:
3. We use fr A and fr B to assign fresh names to new edges and !-boxes by:
In this case a subscript 1 corresponds to edges which would have been affected by both Copy B,fr B and Exp fr B (B),fr A , while a subscript 2 corresponds to names only affected by Exp fr B (B),fr A . Hence we choose rn to be a bijection assigning the appropriate name to each of the two outcome cases:
Proof
Suppose j is a combination of Kill, Exp and Copy operations such that j(G = H) is a concrete tensor equation. We wish to show that j can be rewritten to an instantiation, that is, a composition of only Kill and Exp operations. We do this by repeatedly applying the following rewriting procedure to j: If j has no Copy operations then we are done, else suppose Copy B is the left-most Copy operation, so j = i•Copy B •j where i is an instantiation of Copy B •j (G = H). Now we have two cases:
• B has a parent !-box in Copy B •j (G = H). Let A be the top level !-box containing B. By Theorem 4.3 we can write i = i • KE n A so that on (G = H):
. . B n are the copies of B created by KE n A and rn is a renaming function. The third equality is a result of repeated application of cases 1 and 2 from Lemma A.2. We have pulled any renamings created during this process to the left and combined them into one. This is possible by use of:
which is also how we have commuted rn left past i resulting in a renamed version i . Given an instantiation i ∈ Inst(Copy B (G = H)) we use this procedure to rewrite i • Copy B until it is an instantiation of G = H (followed by a renaming, which has no affect on the semantics) so that it follows from [[G = H]]. To see that this process terminates, note that each iteration either eliminates a copy operation at depth 0, or replaces a copy operation at depth k with operations at depth k − 1.
For soundness of (Weaken) we first present a Lemma about how !-box operations affect weakened !-tensors:
Lemma A.3
If A is nested inside B then the following demonstrate the affect of applying !box operations to W A K (G). Operations on !-boxes not nested in or containing A commute with W A K .
• Kill B (W A K (G)) = Kill B (G) • Exp B,fr (W A K (G)) = W A K • W fr(A) fr(K) (Exp B,fr (G)) ngc341_203 : 2016/2/16 (11:18) 
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